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o f in sp ira tio n  to  both o f  us.
Abstract. We consider the question of convergence of particular series of inte­
grals, which are labeled by rooted trees. Necessary and sufficient criteria 
for convergence are obtained, together with an explicit expression for the 
sum. The technique used is strongly reminiscent of the generating function 
approach of Galton and Watson to branching processes. The interest in these 
series derives from the Dyson series expansion for the perturbation of a free 
quantum dynamics by a local potential: the convergence of the series implies 
that the perturbed dynamics exists and is unitarily equivalent with the free 
one.
1. Introduction
The purpose of th is paper is to  provide a technical result th a t can be used in the 
p e rtu rba tion  theory  of infinite quan tum  systems. It provides a sum m ability  con­
dition, and an upper bound, for the Dyson series associated to  local perturbations 
of well-behaved ‘free’ tim e evolutions.
It is of direct relevance in the  quasi-particle description of bosonic and fermi- 
onic system s [3], the study  of approach to  therm al equilibrium  in C aldeira-L eggett 
type models [17] and anharm onic chrystals [6, 7], and the  description of Rayleigh 
scattering [19] and dissipative tran sp o rt [9].
The result has been available in preprin t form for some tim e [2], and has 
already been applied in the derivation of G reen-K ubo formulas and O nsager rec­
iprocity  relations for coupled Fermi system s [11]. Here we give a form ulation and 
a proof w ith only a sketch of the context.
1.1. A sym ptotic Com pleteness
The key issue in the applications is asym ptotic completeness: if the scattering 
operator associated to  the p e rtu rba tion  is onto, it establishes an equivalence 
between the free and the pertu rbed  dynam ics. The ergodic properties of the  free 
evolution are then  preserved by the pertu rbation .
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This scattering approach to  infinite quan tum  system s was in itia ted  by Rob­
inson [18]; we give a sketch here for the  C * situation; w ith some care it extends 
to  the  von N eum ann algebra context, where the continuity  assum ptions are less 
restrictive.
A quantum dynamical system  is a trip le ( A , w , a t ), where A  is a C*-alge- 
bra, w is a s ta te  on A, and ( a t )teR a strongly continuous one-param eter group of 
*-autom orphism s of A. By the G el’fand-N aim ark-Segal (GNS) construction the 
pair (A, w) determ ines a H ilbert space H , a unit vector £ s H ,  and a representa­
tion  of A  as an algebra of bounded operators on H  such th a t A£ is dense in H  and 
{£, ^ -0  =  w(A)  for all A  s A .  Let us assume th a t the dynam ical system  (A, w, a t ) 
is mixing, i.e. for all A  s A  and all un it vectors ^  s H  we have:
lim ( ^ , a t ( A ) ^ )  =  w(A). (1)t—
The dynam ics a t determ ines a one-param eter group of un ita ry  operators (Ut )teR 
on H  by the  relation UtA£  =  a t (A)£. The generator H  of th is group, given by 
Ut =  eitH , is the Hamiltonian  of the  quan tum  dynam ical system . Now let some 
self-adjoint element V  of A  be given, and let us define new dynam ics on A  by
7 t : A ^ A  : A  ^  eit(H+V)A e -it(H+V\
In order to  com pare the two evolutions a t and a t , Robinson proposed to  consider 
the scattering operator y  given by the pointwise norm  limit
Y(A) :=  lim a - t  o a t (A), 
t—
which exists under the  fairly m ild integrability  condition
<X
J  II [a t(V ), A] || d i <  to .
0
The operator Y intertw ines the two evolutions:
Y o a t (A )  =  a t o y (A), (i S R ,A  s A ) .
Suppose further th a t there is another vector £ s H  such th a t the s ta te  w : A  ^  
{£, A£) is invariant for the pertu rbed  evolution, and th a t the  space of vectors A£ 
for which y (A) exists, is dense in H . Then it is not difficult to  show (cf. [16]) th a t 
the  operator r 0 : A£ n- y A ) £  extends to  an isom etry r  : H  ^  H.  In general, r  
need not be unitary, b u t if it is, the  scattering  operator is said to  be asymptotically  
complete, and the two evolutions a t and a t are un itarily  equivalent.
For the invertibility  of r  it suffices th a t the inverse limit
7 (A) :=  lim a - t  o a t (A), t—
exists for sufficiently m any A  s A .  This is in general much harder to  prove. B ut 
again there is a sufficient condition: the  sum m ability  of the  Dyson series over all 
times: for all A  s A ,
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E I [a-tn  (V ), [• • • [tt-h  (V  ), A ] ...]] I |d íid í2 . . . d t n  < <x>. (2)
n=0 0<ti<--<t„
In some cases, including the applications m entioned above, th is Dyson series can 
be bounded by a sum  over rooted  trees. Two examples will be trea ted  in Sect. 3 . 
Due to  the  good com binatorial properties of trees, we thus ob tain  all-tim e integra- 
b ility  of the series in a definite, non-vanishing regime of pertu rbations V . This is 
the  subject of Theorem  1.
The result is an im provem ent on estim ates which were used in the older cases 
m entioned above. It is optim al in the  sense th a t it becomes an equality if all con­
tribu tions are non-negative. We will s ta te  it in Sect. 2, and give a proof in Sect. 4 .
2. The Main Result
Let m 0, m i,  m 2, . . .  and fh0, m 1, m 2, . . .  be two sequences of non-negative num bers, 
and f ,  f  two non-negative integrable functions on [0, to ). Assume th a t the num bers 
m i, m 2, . . .  are not all zero. We consider the sum  of integrals
oo 0 1 2 n— 1 /  n
$ ( m , m , 7 , f ) :=  Y Y  Y, Y.---Y m  dc (o) I n m dc(j)
n=0 ci=0 C2 = 0 C3 = 0 c^=0 V j=1
f  ' f  Í n  fcj (tj -  tcj ) i  d tid t2  . . .d tn
]<tl<---<tn V = 1 /
x  J  ' J  I 11 H i t2 ■■■dtn, (3)
where t 0 =  0 and, for j  = 0 , 1 , . . . , n ,
dc(j )  :=  # {  i ^ i 1, 2 , . . . , n}  | ct =  j  } (4)
and
f  : = f  f  if i =  0 , (5) 
f t  [ f  if i >  1 . ( )
Let the generating functions G, G  : [0, to ) ^  [0, to] be defined by
OO OO —
G (x)  :=  k x k and G (x)  :=  k x k, (6)
k! k!k=0 k=0
and let \\f  ||, \\f || denote the  integrals of f  and f , respectively
Theorem  1. The sum  $ ( —, —, f ,  f )  in  (3) converges i f  and only i f  the equation
G (\\ f  \\y) = y  (7)
allows a solution y fo r  which G ( ||f  ||y) <  to. I f  y is the least such solution, then
$ ( —, —, f , f ) =  G ( ||f ||y ) . (8)
Condition  (7) is illustrated in  Fig. 1.
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F ig u r e  1. The convergence condition.
2.1. Discussion
At first sight, the  chances for convergence of the series (3) m ay look slim. The 
num ber of integrals grows as (n — 1)!, and the integrals themselves seem to  behave 
roughly like \\f  ||n . Hence the older estim ates [17, 19] m ade a stronger requirem ent 
on f  th an  integrability, nam ely exponential decrease. I t was clear, however, from 
work of Botvich et al. [1] th a t som ething b e tte r should be possible. The basic trick 
of the  present paper is to  reduce the  num ber of term s in the  sum  from factorial to  
roughly a power law in n  by ‘packing’ m any term s into a single integral. (See the 
‘packing lem m a’, Lemma 5.)
A part from th is in tegration aspect, there is also the sum m ation aspect, related  
to  the classical theory  of G alton and W atson on family trees, which makes exact 
calculation of the sum  possible. We hope to  shed some light on these aspects 
separately  in the following two corollaries to  Theorem  1.
Corollary 2. Let f  : [0, to ) ^  [0, to ) be Lebesgue integrable. Then fo r  all n  G N:
We note th a t this expression grows roughly like en | |f  ||n , and is therefore sum m able 
over n  for | | f  || <  1.
Proof. Let us pu t — k =  —k =  1 (k G N), | |f  || =  || f  || = : u. T hen G (x) =  G (x) =  ex , 
and Theorem  1 implies th a t the sum  $ (u )  :=  $ ( —, —, f ,  f )  satisfies
f  ( ti)  ( f  t )  +  f  (t2 -  t i ) )  ( f  (Í3) +  f  t  -  t i )  +  f  (Í3 -  Í 2))
0<íi<---<í.
X- - - X ( f  (tn) +  f  (tn -  t i ) + ------- + f  (tn -  t n - i ) )  d tid t2  . . .  d t
$ (u )  =  e“$(M)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
F ig u r e  2. R ooted trees labeling the integrals.
So, pu ttin g  A (u) :=  u $ (u )  we find
A (u) =  ueA(u). (9)
A and $  are known as the  generating functions of the com binatorial species ‘rooted
z n- ze z, which can be found using Lagrange’s inversion formula. The result for 
$  is then
Corollary 2 shows how Theorem  1 ‘packs’ a series of integrals over ordered 
n-tuples of tim es into a weighted sum  over rooted  trees of the  n-fold integral over
Let us illustrate  the  com binatorial m echanisms involved in more detail, by looking 
a t the case n  =  3 in Corollary 2 . I t contains six term s. For each term  we make a 
tree diagram  (Fig. 2) w ith four vertices, num bered 0, 1, 2, and 3, by drawing a 
line from vertex i to  vertex j  for each factor f  (ti — t j ), and a line from i to  the 
‘ro o t’ 0 for each factor f  (ti ).
Now, integral (a) yields 6 (ƒ  f ) 3, since it is the integral of a sym m etric func­
tion  over one six th  of [0, to)3:
a sym m etry  argum ent sim ilar to  th a t for te rm  (a). And finally, integrals (c), (b)
tree ’ and ‘forest’ in the  sense of Joyal [12] (see [4]). A  is the  inverse of the function
(10)
n=0
In particular, the  n th  term  of the  sum  in (3) is (n +  1)n - 1 | |f  ||n /n !. □
[0 , to ).
OO oo oc
I I I  f  ( t1 ) f  (Ì2) f  (t3)dtidÌ2dt3  =  1  ƒ  ƒ  ƒ  f  ( t i ) f  ( t2 ) f  (i3)diidi2di3.
0 0 0
Integral (f) yields (ƒ  f ) 3 via the change of variables u\  :=  t i ,  u 2 :=  t 2 — t i ,  
u 3 :=  t 3 —12. Integral (e) can be w ritten
which leads to  1 (ƒ  f ) 3 via a change of variable u 2 :=  t 2 —11, u 3 :=  t 3 — t 1, and
and (d) come from one and the  same type of tree. They can be packed together to 
yield (ƒ  ƒ )3 as follows (Fig. 2) :
„ (u)
0
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oo oo / u s oo \J f   ƒ f  (s -  u) f  (t)dt  +  ƒ ƒ (t)d t +  ƒ ƒ (t)d t J ds du
ƒ (t)d t ^
So we see here th a t each type of tree diagram  yields the  am ount (ƒ  f ) 3 divided by 
the num ber of its sym m etries (or automorphisms). The num ber of term s reduces 
from six to  four. Adding the  four term s we find, as announced,
f  ) • ( / f  ) •  j i+ p . ( /
The second aspect of Theorem  1 is connected to  the G alton-W atson  theory  of 
branching processes (e.g. [ 1 0]). In its original form this theory  was concerned w ith 
the extinction of family names.
Suppose th a t every male in a family has probability  pj  to  produce j  male 
offspring in the  next generation, each of which independently  produces an identi­
cally d istribu ted  num ber of (male) descendants in the next, etcetera. If we s ta rt 
w ith a single individual bearing a certain  unique surnam e, w hat is the probability  
th a t th is surnam e will eventually die out? (The N ineteenth C entury  scholars did 
not anticipate women’s liberation developments.)
Here we do not give the  tex tbook argum ent, bu t one which suits our pur­
pose: Since the alternative to  extinction is an infinite family tree, the probability  
of extinction m ust be the sum  over all finite  family trees of the  probabilities of 
their realization. It is a small com binatorial puzzle to  check th a t this am ounts to
^(sym m etries tree) Ü  ( Pd(v)'
types of rooted trees vertices v
where d(v) stands for the num ber of descendants of the individual at vertex v.
Corollary 3. The extinction probability equals the smallest fixed point of the prob­
ability generating function
o
G (x ) Pn x n -
n=0
This is the  fam iliar result of G alton-W atson  theory.
In fact, we could even come closer to  Theorem  1 by giving the first individual 
a different offspring d istribu tion  from his descendants. Indeed, in the  quantum  
m echanical application the root is formed by the a rb itra ry  observable A,  and all 
other nodes represent the  p e rtu rba tion  poten tia l V .
3
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Proof. In Theorem  1 put
_  OOOO
m  =  m,  ƒ =  f ,  =  I ’ and f  I = f  ( ^  =  1' (U )
fc=o • 0
Then the theorem  allows the following in terpretation . In a branching pro­
cess a single individual splits a t tim e 0 into k  new individuals w ith probability  
m k¡k\.  These in their tu rn  live for independent random  times, all w ith probability  
density  f , and produce independent offspring according to  the  same law m k/k\,  
which again live for independent random  times, d istribu ted  according to  f , e tcet­
era. T hen the sum  $ (m , m, f ,  f ) in (3) is the  to ta l probability  m easure carried by 
all possible finite family trees, which equals the  probability  th a t the  progeny of 
the  original individual will eventually die out. □
2.2. E arlier R esults
The case of Corollary 2 was studied by Botvich et al. [1] in the  context of network 
theory. There the n th  term  was estim ated by (8 ||f  ||)n . O ur result is also, in this 
special case, slightly b e tte r th an  the  result of [6] which gives for the  n th  term  the 
estim ate
n log log n , ,
2nt n \fec  logn , (c > e).
B ut note th a t (8) and (10) are equalities, not inequalities.
In [17, 19] an estim ate was given by requiring exponential decay of f  (t) as 
t  instead of ju s t integrability.
3. Applications
Now, in w hat kind of situations can we expect the  estim ate of Theorem  1 to  apply 
to  the Dyson series (2)? Let us fix self-adjoint operators A  and V  in A.
First, it is im portan t th a t the  com m utators
[ a - t ( V  ),A] and [a_ t(V  ),V]
tend  to  zero as t  tends to  infinity in an integrable way. This is an instance of a 
property  called ‘^ - a s y m p to tic  abelianness’, and expresses the  fact th a t bo th  A  
and V  are local observables, which eventually get separated  by the dynam ics a t . 
I t leads to  the in tegrability  of the functions f  and f .
Second, every added com m utator [a_ t (V ), •], acting on a repeated  commu­
ta to r  X  =  [a_tn ( V ), [... [a_tl ( V ) ,A ] ...]] already present, should be bounded by 
a sum  of the form
n
Y f j ( t  -  t j ) l ix j ||,
j= i
where X j  is an expression similar to  X , w ith  possibly some m inor a lteration  related 
to  t j , and where fo(t) :=  f  (t) and f j ( t  — s) :=  f  (t — s) for j  > 1 are bounds for
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|| [a- t ( V ), A]|| and || [a- t ( V ), a - s ( V )]||, respectively. This form ulation is necessarily 
vague, every application having its own peculiarities. Instead  of striving for gen­
erality, let us illustrate  the transition  from the Dyson series in (2) to  the sum 
$(m ., m, f ,  f )  in (3) in two typical cases.
3.1. A nharm onic O scillator in a B ath  of Oscillators
Oscillator models are a recurrent them e in the lite ra tu re  on approach to  equilib­
rium , from the ancient model of Horace Lam b [14], via the  harm onic chain [20] 
and the F ord-K ac-M azur model [8], to  the sophisticated models of C aldeira and 
Leggett [5], and Fidaleo and Liverani [6, 7]. This class of infinite models is partic­
ularly accessible to  analysis due to  the  fact th a t their phase spaces are symplectic 
vector spaces, and the ir dynam ics are groups of linear sym plectic transform ations
[15].
For the purpose of quantization  the phase space can be m ade into a complex 
H ilbert space H , w ith the im aginary p a rt of the inner product as the  symplec- 
tic form, and a sym plectic group of the  form eith for some positive definite ‘one 
partic le’ H am iltonian h. In a m athem atically  rigorous form, this approach was 
pioneered by Segal e t al. [13].
The algebra of observables of such an assembly of coupled harm onic oscilla­
tors is described by a C CR algebra A  over H , generated by Weyl operators W (n), 
w ith n S H ,  satisfying
w  ( n i ) w  (n2) =  e- 2 Im r^ii’ri2') w  (ni +  n2),
and w ith a tim e evolution a t given by
at  (W (n)) =  W (e ithn).
A KMS s ta te  on A  a t inverse tem pera tu re  ¡3 w ith respect to  this evolution is given 
by
up  (W (n)) = e - 4 <n’coth( 1 ph)nl
Via the GNS construction th is s ta te  leads to  a representation  of A  on a (much 
larger) H ilbert space H p , which possesses a distinguished vector £p reflecting the 
KMS state:
{£,p, A £,p) =  (A) for A  s  A .
The relation to  approach to  equilibrium  is the following: If H  is infinite­
dimensional, which corresponds to  infinitely m any oscillators, it may happen  th a t 
for all n i ,n 2 S H:
lim (ni , eithn2) =  0.t—►O
As a consequence, the  dynam ics a t approaches the  equilibrium  sta te  up  in the 
sense of (1) . T hen the question posed in the introduction arises. We choose a 
single oscillator, say a vector q s H ,  whose position operator Q is given by
W  (Aq) =  eiXQ,
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and we p e rtu rb  the dynam ics by adding a te rm  V  :=  v(Q) to  the  H am iltonian on 
the GNS space. If v is the Fourier transform  of some signed m easure ¡i on R, then
As discussed in Sect. 1, we are interested in the  uniform  convergence of the Dyson 
series for th is choice of V  and a t . In fact it suffices to  consider A  g A  of the form 
A  =  W (A0eitchq), for some fixed t 0 G R  and A0 G C.
To connect up w ith the  sum  of integrals $  of Sect. 2, let f  (t) :=  |Im
where dc( j ) and f i  are defined as in (4) and (5) in Sect. 2, and where m k :=  |A0|k 
and m k :=  / 0 |A|fc+1^ + (dA). In tegrating over t i , t 2, . . . , t n and sum m ing over n  
we ob tain  the sum  $ (m , m, f ,  f )  in (3) .
(It is a p ity  th a t, as was shown in [2], th is theory  still does not allow the 
p e rtu rba tion  poten tia l v to  break the convexity of the  oscillator potential, so th a t 
m etastable oscillator states, which are an im portan t m otivation of th is type of 
oscillator models [5], still cannot be trea ted  rigorously.)
3.2. In teracting  Ferm ionic O pen Systems
As our second example, we shall describe the application of Theorem  1 by Jaksic 
et al. [11] to  prove G reen-K ubo formulas and O nsager reciprocity relations for 
locally in teracting fermionic open systems. Their model consists of several Fermi 
gases a t different tem peratu res and chemical potentials, which in teract by a weak
OO OO
—
(q, eithq)| and f  (t) :=  f  (t — to); let the m easure be such th a t |^(S ')| <  n+(S)  
for all Borel subsets of R. By repeated  use of the equality
we obtain
[«—^ ( V ), [•••[«—t l ( V ) ,A ] . . . j ]
< j e itjhq, Xceltchq} I ^ + (dA i) • • • ^ + (dA„)
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local in teraction poten tia l V . Existence and properties of a non-equilibrium  sta ­
tionary  s ta te  for the  to ta l system  are proved by showing uniform  convergence of 
the  Dyson series. We refer to  the paper [11] for further details; let it suffice here 
to  show how in th is case the Dyson series is estim ated  by a sum  of integrals of the 
form $ ( m , m, f ,  f ).
Let A  be the C*-algebra generated by creation and annihilation operators 
satisfying the canonical anticommutation relations
a(ni)a*(n2) + a*(n2)a(ni) =  {n i ,m )  ■ 1 ,
valid for all n i ,V 2 in some H ilbert space H . The unpertu rbed  dynam ics a t is the 
autom orphism  group on A  given by
at (a(n)) =  a (eithr^ ) .
The p e rtu rba tion  poten tia l is a (self-adjoint) sum  over even monomials in annihi­
lation and creation operators
K
V =  a # ( 0 M )a # ( 0 fc,2) ■ ■ ■ a#($k,qk ) 
k=1
for some positive integer K , a positive coupling constant A, and even num bers 
q1,q2, . . . , q K . Here a #  stands for a or a* and the  vectors '&k,j are chosen from 
the un it ball of H . The test observable A  is a single monomial of the  form 
a#  (y>i) ■ ■ ■ a# (y p ), w ith p G N and ^ 1, . . . ,  m in the un it ball of H.
Now, the com m utator of two monomials A  =  a 1a2 ■ ■ ■ ap and B  =  b1b2 ■ ■ ■ bq 
of annihilation or creation operators, a t least one of which is of even degree, is 
calculated as
p q
[B, A] ^   ^^ 3 ( 1)j (aibj  +  bj ai )a1 ■ ■ ■ ai-1  (b1 ■ ■ ■ bj - 1 bj+1 ■ ■ ■ bq) ai+1 ■ ■ ■ ap. 
i=1 j  = 1
(12)
In particular,
K p qk
la - t ( V  ),A] =  A^ ^  ^*3 ’ eltV ¿)*a# (^i) • ■ ■ ci#(>fi-i)
k = i i=1j=1
x (a# (e-ith$ k^  . . . a #  (e-ithé k,j_i) a# (e-ithé k,j+i) ■ ■■ a# (e-ith$ k>q ^
x a# (^ i+ i) ■ ■ ■ a#(ipp),
where the starred  inner product ( é kj , elth^ i)  * is to  be read as 0 when a#(y>j) and 
a # ($kj ) are b o th  annihilators or b o th  creators, as the ordinary  inner product when 
the first is an annihilator and the  second a creator, and as its complex conjugate 
if it is the o ther way around. If we now pu t f  (t) :=  A K  m axj,jjk \ {&kj , elth^ i )\, and 
q :=  m axk qk , then  it follows th a t
\\[a-t(V),A}\\ < p q f ( t ) .
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Let us also define an upper bound f  (t) for the action of [a—t , • ] on V  by pu tting  
f  (t) :=  X K  m axj,k,j/,k/ , eith^k 'j '  }\. R epeated application of (12) then  leads to 
the  estim ate
||[a_ t„  (V ), [ . . . [ a - t !  (V ) ,A ]...] ] ||
K K 0 1 2  n —1
< x n Y - • - 1 2  E E E -  • • Y , p ( p - 1)- • • ( p - dc(o) +  i)
ki = 1 kn=1 ci=0 c2=0 c3=0 Gn = 0 
n n
x n  qkj^ • • (qk j -  dc(j))  x n  f j  (tj -  tci )-' 
j =1 j =1
where f i  is defined as before in (5) . Summing over n  G N and in tegrating  over 
t 1, t 2, . . . , t n w ith t 1 <  t 2 <  • • • <  t n now yields an estim ate of the  entire Dyson 
series by $ ( m , m , f , f ) ,  provided we define
mk  :=  p(p -  1) • • • (p -  k  +  1) and m k :=  q(q -  1) • • • (q -  k).
The relevant generating functions for th is example are
G(x)  =  (1 +  x )p and G(x)  =  q(1 +  x ) q—1.
4. Proof of the Theorem
4.1. R ooted Trees
According to  the usual definition a rooted tree is a finite connected graph w ith­
out cycles and w ith one distinguished vertex. Here we prefer to  use the  following, 
equivalent definition (Fig. 3) .
Let V  be a finite non-em pty set. A rooted tree w ith  vertex set V  is a function 
a : V  ^  V  w ith the  property  th a t there is a point Q G V  such th a t for k G N 
sufficiently large and all v G V  we have a°k(v) =  Q. The point Q is called the root 
of a. Note th a t always a(Q) =  Q. The least value of k  for which a°k con tracts all 
vertices to  the root is the  height of the tree a. By V * we shall m ean V \{Q }. In 
th is paper by a tree we always m ean a rooted  tree.
Drawing an arrow from v to  a(v) for each v G V *, we obtain  an oriented 
graph. The num ber n  of arrows will be called the size \a| of the tree. Note th a t 
\a\ =  # (V * ) =  # ( V ) -  1. The vertex set V  is partia lly  ordered by a in a natu ral 
way: we say th a t v ~< w  if v =  ak (w) for some k G N. We th ink  of a(v) as the 
parent  of v (except, of course, if v is the root). By da(v) we denote the  num ber of 
points in V * th a t are m apped to  v by a (the num ber of children of v if we regard 
a as a family tree).
R ooted trees a : V  ^  V  and b : W  ^  W  are considered isomorphic  if there 
is a bijection f  : V  ^  W  such th a t b o f  =  f  o a. We denote the collection of all 
isom orphism  classes or types of rooted trees by A. We w rite An (n G N) for the 
types of trees of size n, and A[h] (h G N) for the  types of trees of height a t m ost h.
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We shall denote isom orphism  classes of trees by a , 3 , . . ., and w rite \a\ for 
the  size of the  trees in class a .
An automorphism  of a tree a is an isom orphism  from a to  itself. We denote 
the  group of all autom orphism s of a by au t (a ). Since all trees of the  same type 
have the  same num ber of autom orphism s, we sometimes w rite # a u t  (a ) instead of 
# a u t  (a). In the  same sense we shall speak of da (Q) for a type a.
4.2. Climbers
The sum  (3) contains a sum m ation over functions c : { 1 , . . . , n }  ^  { 0 , 1 , . . . , n}: 
j  n - c ( j ) =  Cj, which are decreasing in the sense th a t c(j) < j  for all j .  We shall call 
such m aps climbers of size n. Note th a t, if we add the prescription th a t c(0) =  0, a 
climber becomes the same as a rooted tree w ith vertex set { 0 ,1 , . . . , n }  satisfying 
the ex tra  requirem ent
i < j ■
We denote the  set of all climbers of size n  by Cn . We are now going to  replace the 
sum  over Cn occurring in (3) by a sum  over indexed rooted trees. B y an index­
ation  of a rooted  tree a on V  of size n  we m ean an order-preserving bijection
i : V  ^  {0,1, 2 , . . . ,  n}.  The set of all indexations of a will be denoted by I  (a). 
Note th a t for i G I  (a) we always have i(Q) =  0.
By indexation a rooted  tree becomes a climber: c =  i o a o i—1. There m ay be 
m ore th an  one indexation leading to  the  same climber, as is illustra ted  in Fig. 4 . If 
a is itself a climber, then  I (a ) is the  set of all isomorphisms of a w ith  isomorphic 
climbers c .
Lem m a 4. Let F  : Cv R. Then
1
c^Cn
where a is any tree o f  type a.
F (i o a o 1 1),
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F ig u r e  4. Two indexations of a rooted tree leading to  the same climber.
Proof. The set of climbers Cn decomposes into isom orphism  classes a  n C n w ith 
a  G An . The sum  over one such class can be perform ed by sum m ing over the  orbit 
of a single elem ent c G a  n C n under the group of isomorphisms among climbers— 
which is equal to  the  set I (c) of indexations of c as noted above— and then  dividing 
by the num ber of autom orphism s of c. Replacing c G a  n C n by an a rb itra ry  tree 
a G a  we obtain  the sta tem ent. □
Now let
An :=  { t  =  ( t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n )  G R n | 0 < t 1 < ■ ■ ■ < t n  }.
The following lem m a allows us to  replace the sum m ation over I  (a) together w ith 
the in tegration  over A n by a single integral over [0, <»)n .
Lem m a 5 (Packing Lemma). For any rooted tree a with index set V  the map
da : I  (a) x An — > [0, x>)V : ( i , t)  ^  r, where r v :=  t u(v) -  t u(a(v)),
(with to =  0) is bijective up to a subset of  [0, to )v  of measure zero, and has 
Jacobian 1 on each component {i} x A n .
Proof. Choose a point r G [0, to )v  and pu t rQ :=  0. Allocate a ‘branching tim e’ 
sv to  each vertex v G V  by pu tting
SV : ^   ^rW .
w^v
If some of these values sv coincide, which happens only for a set of points r  of 
m easure 0, then  r  is not in the  range of d a. If they  are all different, they  determ ine 
by their order a unique indexation i of V :
sv < sw i(v) < i(w).
P u ttin g  t t(v) :=  sv we obtain  t  G A n w ith the  property  th a t
d a(i, t ) v : t i(v) t i(a(v)) sv sa(v) ^   ^rw ^   ^ rw rv .
w^v w^a(v)
So r  lies in the  range of d a. Conversely, if r  =  d a(i, t) ,  we m ust have
t i(v) rv +  t i(a(v)) rv +  r a(v) +  t i(aoa(v)) ■ ■ ■ ^   ^rw sv .
w^v
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1 /  1 0 0 0 0\
2 0 1 0 0 0
3 0 -1 1 0 0
4 0 -1 0 1 0
5 l - l 0 0 0 V
F ig u r e  5. A indexed rooted  tree (a, i) w ith its m atrix  (M v,k).
And since 0 < t 1 < t 2 < ■ ■ ■ < t n , the  indexation i is uniquely determ ined by the 
order of the  ‘branching tim es’ sv, hence by r . So d a is injective as well as almost 
surjective.
Finally, the m ap t  n- d a(i, t) ,  for i G I  (a) fixed, can be w ritten  as a V  * x  n- 
m atrix  (M v,k ), which has 1’s a t the  positions (v ,k ) ,  where i(v) =  k, ( — 1)’s at 
the  positions (v ,k )  w ith  i(a(v))  =  k  and 0’s everywhere else. We m ay p u t M  in 
s tan d ard  form by ordering the points in V * according to  the indexation i, thus 
p u ttin g  all the 1’s on the diagonal (cf. Fig. 5) .
Then since i(a(v)) < i(v), all the  ( —1)’s end up below the diagonal. So 
d e t(M ) equals 1 in th is standard  form, and ± 1  in any other ordering of V *. The 
Jacobian | d e t(M )| of the  piecewise linear m ap d a equals 1 alm ost everywhere. □
Lem m a 6. The sum of integrals $ (m , m , f , f )  in  (3) can be written as
\\da(Q)
$ (rn  =  Y
m da(Q)\
# a u t  (a) n m da(v) \ |da(v)aGA v ' \vEV* /
where the tree a with vertex set V  is any representative o f the class a.
Proof. In (3) $(m ., m, f ,  f )  is w ritten  as a sum  over n  of sums of integrals over 
Cn x  A n . F irst we apply Lem m a 4 to  replace the  sum  over Cn by a sum  over indexed 
rooted  trees, to  ob tain
$ ( i .ƒ>ƒ) =  £ £
n=0 
x £  „
lGl(a)An
m da(Q)
|au t (a ) I ]^[ m da(v) \vGV* J
ƒ ( fi(a(v))(ti(v) t i(a(v))) J
\ \ v e v  * )
53 4
1
where again a : V  ^  V  is any tree of type a. Then we apply the  ‘packing lem m a’ 
(Lemma 5) to  replace the sum  over i and the integration  over t  by an integration 
over r:
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$ (m  =  Y  S S  ( n  m da(v)) Í  (  n  f a(v) (rv ) ] dr,
a£A I ( )I \vEV* / [n )V* \vEV* )[0,oo)V
where a : V  ^  V  is any tree of type a, and for x  G V : f x :=  f  if x  is the root, 
otherwise f x :=  f . The integral over r  is now easily obtained, and the Lem m a is 
proved. □
Now for m , m, f  and f  fixed, let the  weight w(a)  of a rooted tree a, be as it occurs 
in Lemma 6 :
w (a) :=  fhda(Q)\\j\\da(o) n  m da(v)\\f nda(v)-
vGV *
B y w(a) we shall denote the  same weight, b u t w ith f  =  f  and fh =  m, which 
simplifies to
w(a) =  n  m da(v)\\f l l ^ -
vGV
B oth w (a) and w(a)  depend only on the type of a, hence we m ay w rite w (a) and 
w (a),  respectively.
Let A[h] w ith h G N denote the set of all rooted trees of height <  h, and 
define
w (a)
$ h (m  , m , f , f ) : =  £ laut (a ) IaeA[ft] 1 V n
Lem m a 7. For all pairs of sequences m , m  o f  non-negative numbers, all pairs of  
integrable functions f ,  f  : [0, to ) ^  [0, to ) and all h G N,
$ h + 1(m , m, f , f )  = G  ( J |f  ||$h (m , m,  f ,  f ) 
where G and G are the generating functions given in  (6) .
Proof. If a is a rooted tree of height a t m ost h +  1 and root degree da (©) =  p, and 
we cut off its root, then  we are left w ith a set of p  rooted trees of height a t most 
h. O n the level of isom orphism  classes th is leads to  a one-to-one correspondence 
between A[h +  1] and p-m ultisets from A[h], i.e. functions i  : A[h] ^  N which 
satisfy
£  l (P ) =  P-
[3GA[h]
U nder th is correspondence we have
w (a) =  mp\\f\\p ■ w (p )^ (p),
/3GA[h]
and
# a u t  (a ) =  l (P )!  (# a u t  ( fi))^(l3) ,
^GA[h]
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since any autom orphism  of a tree of type a  am ounts to  a perm utation  of isomorphic 
subtrees, plus the application of an autom orphism  to  each of them . We calculate, 
s ta rting  from Lem m a 6, and applying the m ultinom ial formula to  i ,
*  / —  7  x\ w (a)
* h+1(m ' m f f > =  £  i a u r a
a£A[h+1] ^  V '
u (ß )! (# a u t ( ß) ) ^(ß)p=0 M:A[h]^N ß£A[h] ' V7r V’ !!
E m=p
v ' , 7> " ' " p 1 i  ^  w (ß )
»pP  i Ep p! I # a u t  ( ^ )p=0 y  VeA[h] ^
=  G ( j |f | |$ h ( m , m , f , f  )) .
□
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G f  and G f  denote the  m aps
y ^  G(\\f\\y)  and y ^  G(\\f\\y).
B y Lem m a 7, and since $ 0(m, m, f ,  f ) =  m 0 =  G f  (0), we have for all h G N:
$ h (m  , m , f , f )  = G f  ◦  G °/(0 ). (13)
We m ust study  convergence of th is expression as h ^  x>. F irst consider yh := 
G^h(0). Suppose th a t (7) has a solution, i.e. Gf  has a fixed point u > 0. Then, 
since Gf  is non-decreasing, and since 0 <  u, we have for all h > 1:
yh =  G f  (0) < G f  (u) =  u.
Being bounded above, the  sequence converges to  a lim it y < u. As y  m ust be a 
fixed point itself, it is the  least such point.
On the o ther hand, if (7) has no solution, the  sequence y 1, y 2, y 3, . . .  can have 
no finite lim it, so it m ust tend  to  infinity.
Finally, consider the  sequence (Gf(yh)) in (13) . By assum ption, m  1, m 2, . . .
^  V f  Jhen
are not all zero, hence G f  is s tric tly  increasing and convex. This implies th a t the 
lim it
$(m ,, m , f , f ) =  lim  $ h (m , m , f , f ) =  lim G ¿(yh)
h— h— J
exists iff the  increasing sequence yh converges to  a point y  in the region of conver­
gence of G  f . As argued above, y  is the least fixed point of G  if such exists. We 
conclude th a t the  sequence (13) converges if and only if the least fixed point y  of 
G f  lies in the  dom ain of G f  in th a t case,
$ (m  , m , f , f )  =  G f(y) .
□
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